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Order your FREE brochure

01580 214000
Don’t miss out on your

essentials
alanrogers.com/brochure

New
The Alan Rogers
Travel Service

Looking for the best holidays on the best campsites?

The all-NEW essentials brochure is crammed with more choice,

more quality and more value than ever before.

Want independent
campsite reviews
at your fingertips?

Over 3,000 in-depth campsite reviews at

www.alanrogers.com

You’ll find them here...



hello...
...and welcome to our new edition of

Destinations
Our readers know as well as we do that there’s nothing
quite like the sense of freedom that a campsite holiday
brings.Whether you’re packing up the tent for an
impromptu weekend away or preparing to spend the
winter touring, the promise of fresh air and natural

surroundings is beyond compare.

Autumn is an ideal time to travel; the crowds have

dispersed and many destinations take on a more

relaxed atmosphere as they settle back into the post-

high season rhythm. Then as winter sets in there’s the

chance to escape to warmer climes or throw yourself

headlong into snowy adventures such as those you might

find in the French mountains (see page 48).

So get comfy, grab a cuppa and dive into this latest issue.

I hope it inspires you to keep your caravan or motorhome

out a little longer and carry on discovering Europe late

into the year.

Paul Effenberg 

Based in Kent, Paul is

our Graphic Designer who

combines creative editorial

and imagery to produce

the look of Destinations.

John Wickersham

A leading caravanning

author and outdoor activities

expert, John likes to spend

his time writing, climbing

mountains and canoeing.

Les Payne
Les is a keen caravanner
and rally marshal for
the Bailey Owners’
Caravan Club.
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The Alan Rogers
Travel Card

At Alan Rogers we have a network of thousands of quality

inspected and selected campsites.We also have partnerships

with numerous organisations, including ferry operators

and tourist attractions, all of whom can bring you

benefits and save you money.

Our FREE Travel Card binds all this together at

alanrogers.com/travelcard  

So register today...and start saving.

FREE



Register today...
and start saving
Carry the Alan Rogers Travel Card on your travels through
Europe and save money all the way.

You’ll enjoy exclusive deals with ferry operators, continental partners,
tourist attractions and more. Even hotels, apartments, mobile homes
and other campsite accommodation. 

We’ve teamed up with Camping Cheque, the leading low season
discount scheme, to offer you the widest choice of quality campsites
at unbelievable prices. Simply load your card with Cheques before
you travel.

Step 1
Register at www.alanrogers.com/travelcard

Step 2
You’ll receive a welcome email, with useful links and information
(If you don’t have a card at registration, an activated one will be sent to you)

Step 3
Start using your card to save money or to redeem benefits
during your holiday.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 7

alanrogers.com/travelcard

Benefits that add up

• Offers and benefits on
many Alan Rogers campsites 
across Europe

• Save up to 60% in low season 
on over 600 campsites

• Free cardholders’ magazine

• Big savings on rented
accommodation and hotels
at 400 locations

• Discounted ferries

• Savings on Alan Rogers
guides

• Vote for your favourite 
campsite in the
Alan Rogers Awards



about Camping Cheque
Part of the allure of a campsite holiday is the promise

of freedom and the great outdoors. Add to that the ability

to travel without worrying about availability or varying

pitch fees and it’s a formula that’s hard to resist.

Camping Cheque offers exceptional flexibility when it comes to your holiday.

With over 600 campsites to choose from and fixed pitch fees that can save you

up to 60%, it’s the ideal way to explore Europe. Here are eight more great

reasons to discover the programme.

8 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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1
Some sites accept Cheques

in high season

Camping Cheque is the ideal scheme for low season

travellers, offering a fixed rate for more than 600

campsites. There are, however, some sites that accept

cheques during high season too. Locations such as

Le Val Saint Jean in the Auvergne, France, Amiata in

Toscana, Italy, and Bavaria Kur und Sport in Bayern,

Germany, accept Cheques in July and August,

opening them up to high season travellers

looking for a great value holiday. It’s advisable

to pre-book campsites when travelling

in summer.

2
Cheques are valid

for two years

Camping Cheques offer a highly flexible way

to travel. Unlike ACSI, Camping Cheques are

valid for two calendar years, which means if

you don’t use up all your Cheques in the year

of purchase, you can carry them over for use

in the following year. Gold card holders benefit

from four-year validity on their Cheques,

making travel even more flexible.

3
There are over 25 countries

to choose from

There’s a wide variety of locations to choose

from with Camping Cheque, so if your travels

take you beyond western Europe to Estonia,

Turkey or even Morocco, you can find quality

campsites to stay on.

Low season touring

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 9
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4
The price includes your dog

The price of a Camping Cheque covers two

adults plus one unit and a pet for one night on

a standard pitch. So you needn’t leave the

dog at home when you’re off touring. Be aware,

however, that not all campsites accept pets so

check the campsite’s page in the site directory

or on the website prior to departure.

5
You can rent a mobile home

with your silver or gold card

Touring is a great way to discover new places, but

sometimes it’s nice to travel further afield or simply

stay in one place for a couple of weeks. Silver and

Gold card holders can rent mobile homes via the

Holiday Cheque scheme. Simply contact the

campsite 24 hours before departure to check the

rental is available and on arrival at the campsite,

follow the same process as with a pitch. 

6
There is no minimum order

You can order as many Camping Cheques

as you like, whether it’s one or 100. It’s best

to order a quantity, however, as the same

admin fee applies regardless of how many

Cheques you purchase. 



Low season touring

More information
To receive your FREE ccontinental road map,
which explains how Camping Cheque works,

call 01580 214002 

Or download your FREE site directory at
alanrogers.com/directory 
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7
You can top up on the go

Gold and Silver Card holders can top up

their Cheques while travelling. Simply visit the

website, select your card type (Gold or Silver)

and order the Cheques, which appear on

your card within an hour.

8
You get a personalised

online space

You can keep track of your orders,

invoices and Camping Cheque balance

online via your digital account. Simply log

in to begin enjoying the benefits

www.campingcheque.co.uk
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Thanks to its wild scenery, rich heritage and

relative freedom from the commercialisation

that mass tourism brings, Slovenia is something

of a hidden gem that offers campers and

caravanners an unspoilt escape from the

pressures of everyday life.

Europe’s
best kept secret

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 13



Slovenia
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Park life 
The northwest of the country is dominated by the

Julian Alps, which extend into Italy and rise to their
peak at Mount Triglav, located almost in the centre of
Slovenia’s only national park. A protected environment
since 1924, the park has a multitude of walking trails
that introduce visitors to its lush greenery, Karst forms
and watercourses.

The area is steeped in tradition, with Mount Triglav
itself fixed in Slovenian folklore. Legend has it that a
hunter, trying to win back his lover from a Venetian
merchant, ascended the mountain to hunt a white

chamois with golden horns. The chamois, however,
gained strength by eating a healing flower, and charged
at the hunter, causing him to stumble and plunge to his
death. The following spring, the River Soca brought his
body past the inn of his lover’s father, and seeing it she
felt great remorse. 

That same river continues to carve a channel through
the surrounding rock, rushing towards the Adriatic Sea
in a torrent of clear turquoise that can be experienced
first-hand in a kayak or raft. Thrill seekers can surrender

ˆ
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themselves to the class V rapids where safety gear and
wetsuits are a necessity, or beginners can navigate the
tamer waters around Srepenica Trnovo. Either way, it’s
impossible to remain unmoved by the power of the river,
to yield to its pace and rhythm or to ignore the majesty
of the landscape as it slips past.

On the opposite side of the national park lies a more
serene body of water – the glacial Lake Bled, situated
in a picturesque environment. The lake is famous for
the small island in its midst, on which stand several

buildings including a Gothic church. Before the church
is a monumental staircase with 99 steps; tradition states
that a groom should carry his bride up the staircase if
he wants to get married in the church. Bathers can
enjoy the cool waters of the lake at Grajsko Kopalisce
– ‘Castle Bathing Area’ – which has a Blue Flag and
welcomes swimmers between June and September.
Complete with waterslides, a diving board and beach
umbrellas, it’s a huge natural pool complex that both
locals and tourists alike can enjoy.

Mount Triglav stands at2,864m high and is namedfor the three-headed Slavicgoddess who ruled over theearth, sky and underworld.

ˆ ˆ
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Slovenia

Talk of the towns
Dotted around the countryside of northwest Slovenia

are several small towns and villages of particular
historical and cultural interest. The town of Kobarid,
to the southwest of the park, is best known for its
involvement in the battle of the Soca Front during the
Great War. Eleven Italian offensives were fought off,
preventing a breakthrough into Austria and it’s estimated
that a million lives were lost in the conflict, making it
one of the most bloody mountain battles in history.
Today, visitors can learn about the battle at the award-
winning museum in Kobarid, which documents the

events at the front. It features a scale model of the
region that provides a visual portrayal of the relative
positions of the opposing armies. There is also a nature
trail that leads tourists around the town’s most
significant historical sites.

Kobarid is renowned for its fine restaurants, which
cater to all tastes. After a day exploring the town, stop
to sample the local dessert, kobariski struklji, made from
dough stuffed with walnuts and raisins and flavoured
with cinnamon and bitter chocolate. It’s best paired with

ˆ

ˆ ˆ
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one of the dessert wines from Littoral or Drava
Valley regions.

Further north is the town of Bovec, which has
established itself as a centre for sports enthusiasts.
Its upbeat rhythm attracts active travellers from far and
wide and provides them with opportunities for walking,
cycling, horse riding, mountaineering and watersports.
With the arrival of winter comes the ski season, and
the slopes of the Julian Alps teem with skiers and
snowboarders making the most of the fresh snow.

Summer visitors can enjoy the festivals and folklore
evenings held throughout July and August. Running
since 1998, the Festival Kluze centres around the
performing arts and features concerts and plays for
both adults and children. It’s not uncommon for themes
to allude to the battle of the Soca Front, and in addition
to the music and drama, there are educational activities
and art workshops that run throughout the festival. 

ˆ

ˆ



With tablet sales and digital downloads on the rise, many travellers are choosing a

digital format for their guide books. For many holidaymakers these days, their tablet

is a convenient and compact way of transporting not only several guides, but also

their holiday reading, from the latest crime thriller to their favourite magazines.

The brand new Alan Rogers Publications app is an easy way to carry your guides

wherever you’re off to. Read independent reviews of Europe’s best campsites to find

your next destination, or find campsites close by while you’re touring. Access

countries and regions at the touch of a button thanks to the interactive contents page

and find an overview of facilities and prices with each description.

• FREE to download

• Discounted prices on 101 and

country guides

• Available on iPad and Android

• All issues of Destinations magazine FREE

Going away?

Don’t forget
your guide book
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Download your app FREE
from iTunes or the Android Play store

alanrogers.com/digital
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A masterclass

For detailed advice on the below, one of the best

guidebook collections compiled specifically for

caravanners and motorhome drivers is Caravan

Europe 1, 2 and 3. The first book in the collection

covers France and Andorra: the second covers

eighteen other European countries: the third

focuses on Spain and Portugal. These publications

are compiled and updated regularly by The

Caravan Club, and can be purchased by members

and non-members alike.

The brief guidance here offers a pictorial overview

that shows some of the key matters to check.

Whether you travel in summer or winter, check the latest

legal requirements. Safety issues are equally relevant at

home and abroad, but legal requirements vary from country

to country. Caravanning expert John Wickersham  gives us

some points to consider when touring and towing abroad.
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ROAD-GOING SAFETY

Up and away 

On a recent trip I made a silly mistake. Although my caravan and

motorhome are both permanently packed with safety gear for European

travel, I was commissioned to test a new motorhome in France. Whilst the

test vehicle had many of the obligatory items on board, I was pleased to

find a checklist provided by DFDS Seaways at Dover. For instance, a fire

extinguisher is strongly recommended. And yes, you guessed it... mine had

been left in their wall-mounts at home. How fortunate that caravanning fire

extinguishers are one of the many products sold in DFDS’ on-board shops!

Now let’s check some more safety matters. 

Extension mirrors

Many people driving large towing vehicles believe that they don’t need

extension mirrors. That is seldom correct and legal requirements are clear.

In addition, before you drive on the right, a re-adjustment of the mirrors is

often required, so carry this out as soon as possible after disembarkation.

Well-adjusted extension mirrors are crucial whether driving at home

or abroad.

Headlight deflectors

On some vehicles, headlight adjustments to suit right hand driving can only

be carried out by a specialist dealer. A few vehicles have a built-in adjustment

facility, while others can accept one of the masking products sold at car

accessory shops that prevents a UK vehicle from dazzling oncoming vehicles.

Many UK drivers fit headlamp masking products when awaiting their

ferry at Dover.

Nationality plate
If a UK registered vehicle’s number plate doesn’t
include the Euro-Symbol of stars and its member state
identification letter(s), a GB sticker or plate is obligatory.
In addition, it is normally required if you are outside
the EU, even when your number plate bears the
Euro-Symbol and member-state ID.In some countries, a fine might be imposed

if a nationality plate is missing.

Trailer requirements

Many motorhome owners tow a trailer to carry a car or

other support vehicle. However, in some countries such as

Spain, the police disapprove of towing a support car with

an ‘A’ frame. Trailers achieve wider approval but remember

to take a spare wheel for your trailer as well.

Motorhome owners need to be aware of a country’s

towing laws relating to the transport of support vehicles.
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A spring masterclass

Warning trianglesMany new vehicles are now supplied with a warning triangle as standard

equipment. However, in Andorra, France, Slovenia and Spain it’s a legal

requirement to carry two. After an incident, hazard lights are very helpful

but are not deemed to be an alternative provision. Triangle placement

is critical, too.In some countries it is now obligatory to carry and display two

warning triangles
Reflective jacketsLegislation regarding the compliance of reflective jackets with EN471,

Class Two guidelines is becoming more rigorous in many EU countries.

In roadside incidents, wearing one is mandatory in more and more

countries. It should also be kept within a towcar or motorhome so

it can be worn as soon as you exit the vehicle.

It makes sense to carry reflective jackets for all members in your

towcar or motorhome.Spare light bulbsIn many countries it is a legal requirement to carry spare bulbs for your

vehicle’s road lights. It also makes sense to have similar provision for a

caravan. However, legal requirements are often being updated and there

may be revisions because some vehicles are now equipped with LED

lighting instead of bulbs.
In some instances, bulb kits are available for particular models.

BreathalyserIn spite of delays in final implementation, the French Government, made

it obligatory for all vehicles travelling in France to be carrying NF approved

alcohol breathalysers. Various products are now being introduced and

inexpensive twin pack kits are often sold by ferry operators.

Alcohol levels are often less tolerant abroad and carrying self-test

breathalysers is obligatory in France.

First Aid Kit

Caravan and motorhome owners recognise the wisdom

of carrying a first aid kit and some vehicle manufacturers

supply one as a standard item, too. In some countries,

which include Austria, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Slovakia

and Slovenia, it is mandatory to carry a first aid kit.

A comprehensive first aid kit is strongly recommended

and in some countries it is a legal requirement.



For further guidance

Caravan Europe – guide to sites and touring

Published by The Caravan Club and available to

non-members through all good book retailers and

The Club website: caravanclub.co.uk/caravaneurope

The Caravan Manual (4th Edit, 2009)

The Motorcaravan Manual (3rd Edit, 2012)

These manuals by John Wickersham, published

by Haynes, are available from all good book retailers

and internet book suppliers.

For a FREE 30 minute video on safety

precautions and products via the internet:

http://wickyworld.leadpages.net/free-video

For other advice check: wickyworld.co.uk and

the FREE video archive accessed from the home

page of caravanchannel.co.uk

Fire extinguisher

Carrying an approved fire extinguisher is recommended in vehicles and

it is a legal requirement in Greece. Many caravans are also equipped

with a smoke alarm, and since 1st Sept 2011, National Caravan Council

approved caravans have been fitted with a carbon monoxide detector.

Fire extinguishers for caravans/motorhomes are often on sale in the

shops on channel ferries.

Tyre pressures

Periodic checks on tyre pressures are important, especially if you engage

on major journeys. Tyre check and inflation areas are quite often provided

at motorway service areas in mainland Europe but an accurate reading

is only possible when your tyres are cold.

Take a break for refreshments before checking tyre pressures;

readings are misleadingly higher when tyres are hot.

Weighbridge

It’s essential that laden caravans and motorhomes are periodically

checked on a weighbridge, but never more so than before a long

holiday abroad. Thousands of owners never bother and their units

are dangerously over-loaded as police roadside checks have revealed.

Never exceed the laden limits for your car/caravan or motorhome.

A visit to a weighbridge often reveals that an outfit’s illegal.
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CRiS provides a National Register of UK touring caravan

keeper details, similar to the DVLA for motor vehicles,

producing a unique registration certificate for touring

caravan keepers. Here the NCC shares some advice

for caravan buyers and owners.

Helping to keep your caravan safe

with CRiS 

24 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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CRiS Registration is important for all caravan keepers because it:

• proves who the current keeper is and maintains an official log of previous keepers

• assists the police and law enforcement agencies to aid recovery of a caravan 

• is required by many insurance companies before processing a claim

Sadly there is still the risk that your caravan could be stolen, but if you have registered it
with CRiS and it’s then recovered you have a much greater chance of being reunited with it.

Often thieves will try to hide the real identity of a stolen caravan. However, every caravan
manufactured in the UK since 1992 has a chip inside which contains its unique identification
number, a VIN. 

This chip can be scanned for free by the police revealing the true identity of the caravan. We can
then match this to the CRiS database and reveal who the registered keeper is. Help us keep the
register as up-to-date as possible and register your caravan today.

There is also the CRiS Plus kit, which is designed to significantly improve the chances of police
and enforcement agencies identifying your caravan in the event that it is stolen and recovered. 

This kit consists of an electronic tag encoded with your touring caravan’s VIN number that you can
hide anywhere you wish within the vehicle as well as a microdot kit. These microdots also contain
your caravan’s unique VIN number and can be placed around the interior and on property too. 

This makes it near impossible for thieves to remove all traces of a stolen caravans’ true identity. 

CRiS Check

CRiS Check provides you with reassurance that a second hand caravan is exactly as it appears,
or, if not, enables you to build an accurate picture of its history, helping you make an informed
purchase decision. 

What if you buy a used caravan only to later discover that it has a suspicious past, such as
outstanding finance, or been stolen? Carrying out a CRiS Check prior to purchase can reveal
this information.

So if you’re buying a used caravan then these are our top tips to help make sure your purchase
has no suspicious history:

• Carry out a CRiS check online at www.cris.co.uk or call 0203 282 1000

• Register your caravan with CRiS when you have bought it, which will generate
a unique registration certificate 

• Use CRiS Plus to help identify a caravan if stolen and recovered 

If you buy a new caravan from a dealer then you don’t have to do anything. They will forward your
details to CRiS, and you’ll be issued with a registration certificate straight to your home address.

CRiS is also recognised by regulatory bodies, insurance companies and government organisations
such as the Driver and Vehicles Standards Agency (DVSA) and the Department for Transport (DFT).

CRiS gives you that reassurance about your touring caravan so you can get on and enjoy your
holiday to the full.

Find out more by going to www.cris.co.uk
or calling 0203 282 1000
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LeadingCampings

(advertisement feature)

LeadingCampings is an association of independent

campsites, set apart by their specially trained staff,

excellent facilities and diverse range of sports and

leisure activities. If you’re looking for a camping

experience that’s something beyond the ordinary,

these sites could be just what you need.

Camping
with a difference



Accommodation
For many, combining the freedom of camping with the
services of high-class hotels is true outdoor wellness
– a boost for the body and mind in the countryside.
The LeadingCampings sites offer their guests exceptional
wellness areas, as well as first-class sports facilities to
enjoy. Some locations even have golf courses on-site.

LeadingCampings accommodation puts the emphasis
on comfort. Not only are there pitches for your tent,
caravan or motorhome, there are also glamping options
from luxurious colonial-style safari tents through to fancy
tree houses, romantic wooden eco-chalets and typical
regional-style stone bungalows.

By offering such a wide variety, the LeadingCampings
campsites can deliver the freedom and independence
that families expect from a camping holiday, without
compromising on luxury. Stay in a safari tent at Barco
Reale in Tuscany or explore Zaton in Croatia from a
three-star apartment. If you prefer to camp the traditional
way, in a tent or caravan, there are of course plenty of
well-equipped pitches to make your stay comfortable. 

As a free association of premium independent

locations from nine European countries,

LeadingCampings unites 36 five-star campsites

that are dedicated to providing exceptional

services and facilities. From small sites

offering traditional camping to large holiday

villages, every site in the group can guarantee

an outstanding holiday.
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LeadingCampings

(advertisement feature)

Campsites with character
Each of the LeadingCampings sites is independently
owned and managed, meaning that no two are the same.
The association takes pride in the fact that it is not a
franchise, and every campsite offers something exceptional
to its guests. Camping Wulfener Hals, for example, is
situated directly on Germany’s hottest surf spot, attracting
water sports enthusiasts from all over Europe. Why not
grab your board and get involved?

For those looking for a relaxing retreat, Alpencamping in
Austria is a relatively small site with a particular focus on
wellness. Set against the breath-taking backdrop of the
Alps, visitors will enjoy the various hiking routes through
the Nenzinger Himmel nature reserve followed by a dip in
the pool or a sauna at the end of the day. For something

more lively, try Playa Montroig in the Costa Dorada.
This energetic site offers many activities for children and
buzzing night time entertainment, and the surrounding area
has a multitude of cultural interests from Roman
amphitheatres to the works of Dalí and Picasso.

To ensure each and every campsite offers its visitors the
very best quality, they are regularly inspected by ‘mystery
guests’. These specially trained inspectors confirm that the
sites continue to meet the high expectations of their
guests, guaranteeing every genuine visitor an extra special
stay. The group also offers annual training for campsite
employees to ensure they deliver the best possible service
all year round.



Fine food
Enjoying local produce has become a significant part
of the camping experience. Sampling the traditional
cuisine of the area is as important as exploring its towns,
discovering its landscapes and immersing yourself in its
culture. LeadingCampings takes care to select fresh
regional products for their on-site restaurants and snack
bars, transforming classic dishes into culinary delights.
If you’re self-catering, there are colourful markets to
investigate, which offer seasonal vegetables, meats
and wines for a delicious home-cooked meal.

The LeadingCard
LeadingCampings offers the chance to become a
Very Important Camper (VIC) and benefit from a range
of extras and attractive premiums. The card costs 10€

from any LeadingCampings site and enables you to collect
points that are valid for up to three years. Presenting your
LeadingCard can allow you to leave a site later than normal
or upgrade to a better pitch on arrival, should there be
one available. When a certain number of points has been
obtained, you can exchange them for special premiums
on your next trip to a member site.

As a LeadingCard holder, you can also take advantage
of some great campsites in the United States. Present
your LeadingCard at any BestParks locations and
benefit from similar privileges as those you receive
at LeadingCampings sites.

Find out more about LeadingCampings

destinations and the LeadingCard at

www.leadingcampings.com or

e-mail info@leadingcampings.com.
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A place in

the sun
With its promise of sunshine, attractive beaches

and market towns, it’s no surprise that the

Algarve draws visitors all year round. Although

stretches of its coast around the best beaches

are very developed, there are plenty of places

to go for a more low-key experience.

Resorts such as Lagos and Albufeira aside, the

Algarve retains a distinctly Portuguese feel.

There are wilder shores, quiet villages and to

the west, the scenic Serra de Monchique

mountain range that separates the region

from the Alentejo district.
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The Algarve



Coast to coast

Best known for its rocky coves, the Algarve has an increasingly wild

coastline as you head west. The fine sands of Lagos give way to the caves

and outcrops around windswept Sagres, the site of Henry the Navigator’s

naval school. Its warm waters draw in bathers, surfers and divers and the

fortress, Fortaleza de Sagres, is a point of historical interest and houses

a 14th century chapel. Outside it is the impressive Wind Rose, a wind

compass that reaches 39m in diameter. The area’s cape, Cabo de São

Vicente was thought in Roman times to be the most westerly part of the

world, a place where the setting sun made the ocean boil.

From the harbour, 15th century sailors set out to colonise Madeira and

the Azores, as well as trade along Africa’s western coast. It became the

training school for some of Portugal’s greatest explorers, Vasco da Gama

and Ferdinand Magellan among them.

Moorish influences are still very much apparent in the area’s architecture

and flora – hand-painted tiles adorn the whitewashed houses and fig trees

grow in abundance over the landscape. The gorgeous Praia do Martinhal,

a fine swathe of golden sand with softly lapping waves, is a prime place

for a stroll or a paddle.

The eastern stretch of the Algarve is largely protected by a chain of

islands which has prevented extensive commercial development. A short

boat ride brings you to the beaches, which are backed by rolling dunes

and dotted with seasonal cafés. Immediately obvious is the more laid-back

nature of the resorts, the largest of which is Faro. With its mosaic-paved

streets, shopping centre and energetic nightlife, it is the capital of the region

and easily the busiest town. For a more gentle experience, head to the

streets of Cabanas, lined with fishermen’s houses, or the Ilha de Tavira,

where a 15 minute walk will take you away from the high season crowds

and to a sweep of sand that you can enjoy more or less undisturbed.
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Heading inland

Of course, there’s much more to the Algarve than its beaches. Inland,

it remains less developed and is peppered with little towns that provide

an interesting diversion from sunbathing. Approached from the north along

a road that follows the winding path of the Guadiana River, the white walls

and orange roofs of Alcoutim stand out against the deep blue sky. Settled

by the Greeks, the Romans and the Arabs in turn, it was once a thriving river

port and has a pretty riverfront with a small main square and cobbled alleys

that lead to the castle and archaeological museum.

Along the Arade River and north of Portimão is Silves, once capital of

the Algarve when it was under Moorish rule. It’s home to the best preserved

castle in the district, perched on a hilltop above the town and an impressive

sight with its red walls and numerous towers. Alongside it, the Gothic

cathedral presents a striking façade of white and red and houses several

tombs, including those of the town’s notable families. A network of cobbled

streets runs down to the modern town, with its central square framed with

palms and flowers. Take a break in a riverside café and enjoy the beautiful

views and leisurely pace of life.

Into the mountains

Forming part of the north western border of the Algarve is the Serra de

Monchique mountain range. Its slopes, forested with oak and chestnut trees,

present the Algarve in a spectacular panorama; on a clear day atop Fóia,

its highest peak, the south coast is visible, with Cabo de São Vicente away

to the west.

Monchique, a market town settled on the slopes, is a lovely stop with

narrow streets that converge in a square with a charming water feature.

The town is famous for the production of Medronho, a rather strong fruit

liqueur, and the honey which is a key component in many of the region’s

desserts and cakes. Close by is Caldas de Monchique with its natural spring

baths built by the Romans. A centre treating rheumatism and respiratory

illnesses is based there, but poor health isn’t a prerequisite for visiting the

town. Encircled by towering trees and featuring a small chapel with steps

leading to a tranquil area of parkland, it’s a place that could have been lifted

from a storybook. A stream runs down the hillside, beside which sit stone

benches and tables that provide a delightful spot for a picnic.

The Algarve
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From the dramatic peaks of the Dolomites to the

rippling waters of the Venetian Lagoon,Veneto is

arguably one of the most diverse and arresting

regions of Italy. For over a thousand years the area

was an independent state ruled over by Venice, and

enjoyed the material and reputational benefits of

commercial and maritime supremacy.

gondola...Once upon a
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Veneto
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As such it has attracted both tourists and immigrants for centuries, a trend that continues
today; in 2008, almost 10% of the population was foreign. Holidaymakers are enchanted by
Veneto’s breath-taking scenery, its mild climate and cultural heritage, all of which create a

tantalising formula for adventure.

The scenic route
Veneto is home to the largest lake in Italy, Lake Garda,

which draws in visitors from all over Europe to bathe in
its clear, cool waters and unwind on its shores. Stretching
across three provinces and surrounded by morainic hills,
it offers endless opportunities for walking, cycling, sailing
and golf, not to mention an abundance of spa facilities
designed to provide wellness services and relaxing
treatments. For the more adventurous, the region offers
lots of sports such as climbing, diving and canyoning;
La Rocca Camp (IT63600) in Bardolino is a prime
location to try paragliding at Malcesine. A short cable car
journey to the top of the mountain is followed by a 6,000ft
descent gliding in tandem with an instructor and affords
truly spectacular views of lake and its surroundings. 

Art and history lovers can explore the various medieval
villages, castles and villas dotted along the lake’s shoreline.
The Palazzo Bettoni dominates the scenery at Gargnano
and is an outstanding example of 18th century
architecture. Built by Adrian Cristofori, it is adorned with
statues from Roman mythology. The interior features
original Rococo staircases and the villa is surrounded
by beautiful Italian gardens. 

Further north are the powerful Dolomites, rising towards
the sky and reflecting its rosy and purple hues at dusk.
During the summer they are the perfect hiking location
– a palette of greys, browns and deep greens that give
way to glacial lakes and the cropped grass of meadows
at the valley bottoms. Active holidaymakers will find
themselves walking for up to five or six hours, encircled
by spectacular views that can’t fail to lift the spirits. When
tired feet call for a rest there are plenty of spots to stop
for a picnic and admire the landscape.

During winter, the ragged peaks are concealed under
a blanket of snow and become a paradise for skiers and
snowboarders, with over 1,000km of piste. The Dolomites,
however, are not reserved solely for those looking to whizz
downhill. Unspoilt hamlets such as Arabba and Corvara
provide an antidote to the commercialised ski resorts and
there are various opportunities to try alternative activities
such as snowshoeing.
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While Venice is known for its gondolas,
they’re not the most cost effective way
to get around. Use the vaporetti (water

buses) to get up and down the Grand
Canal – it’s best to get a travel card

rather than paying for individual trips;
these cover land transport on the Lido

and in Mestre too.



The carnival city 
Standing in Venice’s Piazza San Marco in the company

of the magnificent basilica and the Doge’s palace, it’s difficult
to reconcile the surrounding grandeur with the city’s
somewhat colourful past. Birthplace of the best known
carnival in Europe, at which the population hid behind the
masks of Columbina and Arlecchino and engaged in
gambling, drinking and licentiousness, Venice fell foul of the
Catholic church more than once and was excommunicated
by several Popes in an effort to control its power. 

Today, there are little more than echoes of its former
supremacy, or indeed its moral indiscretions. Away from
the bustle of the main tourist spots – San Marco, the Rialto,
the church of Santa Maria della Salute – Venice is a more
sedate labyrinth of multi-coloured facades, secret squares
and meandering waterways crossed by stepped bridges.
It’s a place where everything is transient, dependent on
the mercy of the waters that pervade it, and this
impermanence is not lost on its people. From the Tintoretto
paintings tucked away in small churches to the painstaking
maintenance of the canals, Venice’s inhabitants are all too
aware of their precarious position in the lagoon. Winter
visitors can’t fail to notice this either, particularly during

acqua alta, when the waters rise to flood the squares
resulting in the rather comical sight of suited Venetians
in bright wellingtons and waders. 

Curious visitors are best off discarding their maps,
pocketing their guidebooks and simply losing themselves
in this wonderful city. The joy of exploring Venice lies in
stumbling upon hidden cafés, discovering unknown
churches and wandering the streets taking it all in. Stop
for a bite to eat in the bacari, small bars that serve snack
food and wine, and don’t miss the chance to drink coffee
the Italian way, served ready to drink at the bar.

Across the water, the spell of Venice is broken as
the shores of the Lido and Cavallino Treporti advance.
Separated from the main city, the latter is an ideal place
to stay, where visitors can enjoy the sights of Venice and its
islands as well as some leisurely strolls along the headland.
With several campsites to choose from, families can always
find a suitable pitch and plenty to do, from eating out at
local restaurants to trying sports activities.
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Camping is an activity that many associate with the
summer months, but you needn’t let your tent sit idle
outside of July and August.With so many campsites
and parks opening through the spring and autumn,
there’s no reason to pass up a few nights in the great
outdoors during low season.

The trick to comfortable camping at cooler times
of year is to have plenty of the right kit to keep you
warm and dry. Don’t forget that there’s nothing
stopping you from heading south for a week to take
the edge off the temperature, but if you’re keen to try
a fresher climate, here are some tips for staying comfy.

Gearing up for  
low season



Drifting off
Nights are always chillier than daytime for obvious

reasons, so it’s important to make sure you’re nice and
warm in your tent. Three or four seasons sleeping bags
are the ideal piece of kit to keep you sufficiently warm
in colder weather, and if you worry about getting damp,
a synthetic material is more likely to suit you, as a wet
down bag will not retain insulation. Remember that it’s
your body heat that keeps you warm, so to avoid crawling
into a cold bag, pop a hot water bottle in to heat up the
air before you go to bed.

The fastest way to lose heat is from sleeping on cold
ground, so always make sure you have a good quality 

air bed or camping bed to sleep on. Most outdoor
equipment suppliers offer air beds that have flocked
surfaces, which help to prevent the sleeper from slipping
off and some producers such as Eurohike make beds
that have built in foot pumps to save space and enable
easy inflation.

The final thing to consider is your choice of sleepwear.
It’s worth investing in something warmer than your regular
pyjamas, especially if you’re the kind of person that tends
to get cold easily. Fleecy winter pyjamas are available in
stores and online, and provide a little extra insulation to
keep you cosy in cooler climates
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Extremities tend to get cold first, soensure you have a pair of warmsocks to keep toes toasty and a hatto protect your head from draughts.

Tent Camping
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Tent camping

Clothing counts
The key to cold weather warmth when you’re out and

about is layering. Layers help to trap heat and can be
added or removed to keep you at a comfy temperature
all day. Fleecy fabrics are ideal for insulation and snow
boots are great for ensuring your feet stay warm and
dry. If you’re wearing lace up boots be sure not to pull
the laces too tight as it can restrict blood flow to your
feet and leave them feeling icy.

One of the tricks to effective layering is to keep your
layers lightweight. Bulky clothing can quickly begin to
restrict movement, which isn’t ideal if you’re out walking
all day. Most camping experts will recommend thermal
underwear for cold weather pursuits, as they’re
designed to keep the heat in and are a great, lightweight
base layer to build upon. Lighter clothing also takes up
less space in your luggage, meaning you won’t be
overloaded when travelling.

Another low season staple is the waterproof. Jackets,
trousers, boots – you can keep dry from top to toe with
the right clothing. Ensure you distinguish between water
resistant and fully waterproof – the latter will have a
waterproof membrane and taped seams that allow
water vapour out but prevent droplets getting in,
keeping you sufficiently dry if you’re facing
inclement weather.

Pop a spare pair of gloves and
socks in your pack in case your
first pairs get wet.Wet items
can be dried overnight.



Finally, you’ll never go far wrong if you have a good
guidebook to hand. Many campers are swapping the
traditional paperback for a digital version to save on
luggage space, so why not download several relevant
books and keep them to hand on your tablet or Kindle?
Use the Alan Rogers guides to find the best campsites
in the region, and buy a quality guide on the local area
to find out about key sights and great places to eat.

In the pack
There are a few essential items of kit that should go into

a winter pack. The first is sun block. It’s easy to assume
that heading outside in winter leaves you at less risk of
exposure to the sun’s rays, but even cold days can be clear
and bright and if you’re not protected you can end up with
a nasty case of sunburn. 

Nights can close in fast outside of the summer months
so a head lamp is also a must. It makes pitching your tent
and finding your way about the campsite much easier than
having to juggle a torch. You can expect to pay anything
from under £10 for a basic model to over £100 for a
sophisticated, high performance version.
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Lifesystems glow markers
Never lose your kit again with these innovative
glow markers from Lifesystems. Attach them
to your gear and they’ll glow for 12 hours after
just 5 minutes’ exposure to any source of light.
Ideal for marking your guy ropes to stop
passersby tripping over!

£4.99 lifesystems.co.uk

Pack away large lunch box
This clever container keeps lunch fresh on days
when you’re out and about. It comes complete
with cutlery and compresses to half its original
size once the tasty contents have been
consumed. Available in a variety of colours.

£15.49 wackypracticals.co.uk
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Coleman Monviso tent
Embrace your sense of adventure with this funky
new tent from Coleman. Lightweight and easy
to pitch, it’s available as a 2 or 3 person model
and features a spacious porch for muddy boots
or cooking gear.  

£169.99 yeomansoutdoors.co.uk 

Kozi Kidz Vind Fleece
Protect the kids from winter weather with this
3-layer fleece from Kozi Kidz. Designed to give
warmth without restricting movement, it’s great
for playing and exploring outdoors. Available in
3 bright colours with integrated reflectors for
maximum visibility.

£39.00 blacks.co.uk
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Peak season
Most of us, when we think of French mountain ranges, picture Mont Blanc,

its graceful, snow-laden summit keeping watch over the ragged Alps.

Or perhaps the rocky slopes of the Pyrenees, their green pastures and

white peaks forming a spectacular passage into Spain.
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The French mountains

But these aren’t France’s only highlands; indeed much of its eastern border is lined with
mountains and the vast Massif Central extends across five regions, almost touching

shoulders with the Alps and the Pyrenees in the south.

Voges Mountains 
Covering a large swathe of the Alsatian territory, the

Vosges Mountains form a gently undulating landscape of
green forests and rounded peaks. Small villages punctuate
the terrain, their brown and red roofs clustering into the
verdant countryside, and clear lakes mirror the vast sky.

Winding through the range is the Ridge Road, created
during the Great War and connecting Sainte-Maris-aux-
Mines in the north with Cernay in the south. From the
Gazon du Faing, walkers can see the Black Forest and
Rhine Valley stretch out to the horizon, while further south
the ruins of Freundstein Château, the highest castle in
Alsace, stand a weary sentinel over the route. 

A winter break in the Vosges Mountains offers a huge
range of activities, from the usual skiing and snowboarding
activities to dog sledging and yeti hunts. The former takes
you on a sled journey to discover the region’s magical
forests and glades, while the latter is a chance to track
down the legendary yeti, solving riddles along the way
to locate his lair.

Camping de Masevaux (FR68030) and Flower
Camping les Bouleaux (FR68140) in the Haut-Rhin
region are both ideal bases for a winter adventure in the
Vosges Mountains. Open all year, they offer a comfortable
location from which to enjoy a range of activities.
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The French mountains
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Jura Mountains 
Separating the Rhine and Rhône rivers, the high, gentle

slopes of the Jura Mountains reach for 200km from the
Pays de Bugey to Montbéliard. Its unusual formations are
characterised by Mont d’Or, a peak that rises gradually
to 1463m on one side before dropping abruptly away on
the other. Cows graze the French slopes – it is after this
mountain that the famous Mont d’Or cheese is named
– while wild chamois negotiate the steep terrain on the
Swiss face.

A highlight of the Jura Mountains during both summer
and winter is the network of caves hidden beneath the
surface. Huge stalagmites and crystal formations rise
from the rock in a spectacular display of natural beauty
and underground rivers tumble through the caverns’
depths. The journey into the caves is one that takes the
visitor back in time – caves such as those at Baume les
Messieurs are an estimated 30 million years old and the
Glaciere Cave at Chaux-les-Passavant features a former
ocean bed and fossils that have been preserved in its
unique environment.

For those who prefer to stay above the surface, the
Jura Mountains are ideal for cross country skiing in the
winter and mountain biking in the summer. The Grande
Traversée du Jura is the ultimate goal for hardcore
enthusiasts, but more leisurely trips can be taken over
shorter distances and the community feel of the Jura ski
resorts offers a relaxed environment to learn the basics.
The same cross country routes are used by mountain
bikers in summer and are graded in a similar way, from
the gentle green trails to the challenging black runs.

Camping la Marjorie (FR39060) is open for a long
season and is perfectly situated for a holiday in the
Jura Mountains. With both pitches and accommodation
available, it’s a great place to stay late in the ski season
or in summer.
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The French mountains
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Massif Central 
Once volcanic territory, the Massif Central covers a

vast area of central France with dramatic peaks and
ragged pinnacles of lava. It’s a sparsely populated region
with a strong cultural identity and an air of timelessness
that permeates the villages as much as the ancient
landscape.

At the heart of the mountain range is the Auvergne,
a relatively undiscovered part of the country characterised
by its extinct volcanoes and exceptional variety of flora
and fauna. The steep wooded valleys and deep gorges
are home to eagles, otters, mouflon and many other
species that can be spotted on a walk along one of
the hiking trails.

The Massif Central is an excellent location for downhill
skiing, and aficionados can be found frequenting the
slopes of the Puy-de-Dôme and Cantal. In contrast to 

the Alps, the pistes are quieter and the atmosphere is
more relaxed, with a more leisurely après-ski that suits
those who aren’t fond of the lively bars and clubs that
open until the small hours. For a little variety, try kite skiing
or Nordic skijoring, where the skier is harnessed to a horse
that gallops through the snow. There are also hand gliding
opportunities and hot air balloon rides for those who prefer
not to ski. 

Camping le Clos Auroy (FR63060) and Camping
Indigo Royat (FR63120), both in the Puy-de-Dôme
region, are superb for a winter sports holiday. The former
is open all year, while the latter is open between March
and November, offering the chance to take advantage
of the later part of the ski season.
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Well placed for visits to the Alps, Le Coin
Tranquille is an attractive, well-maintained

site with stunning views across the
mountains. It’s a popular site during
July and August, but quiet and
peaceful in low season. Pitches are

separated by shrubs and hedges
and facilities are well kept. Entertainment

runs for both adults and children
during high season

Le Coin Tranquille
Isère, Rhône Alpes
Tel +33 476 32 13 48  www.coin-tranquille.com 

Situated in a pretty spa town in the
picturesque Val-Monjoie valley, this

campsite is centrally located for
discovering the marvellous Rhône
Alpes. From Chamonix, 22km away,
you can take a trip up Mont Blanc on

the cable car, and nearby activities also
include golf, rafting and mountain biking.

On-site there is a bar, a restaurant and an
excellent children’s playground. 

Camping Les Dômes du Miage
Haute-Savoie, Rhône Alpes
Tel +33 450 93 45 96  www.camping-mont-blanc.com
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See if you can
win! BIG

To enter simply go to
www.alanrogers.com/winbig 
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This Sites & Paysages site is family-friendly
and well maintained with good facilities.

A new swimming pool, adventure-style
playground and multi-sports area
keep kids entertained on-site, while
nearby there are plenty of walking and

cycling routes to enjoy. Pitches are
level and grassy with varying amounts

of shade and the owners work hard to
ensure guests have a pleasant stay.

Camping Au Clos de la Chaume
Vosges, Lorraine
Tel +33 329 50 76 76  www.camping-closdelachaume.co.uk 

Open all year round and within easy reach
of the major ski resorts, this campsite is

the perfect spot for those seeking an
active, yet relaxing holiday. In summer,
there is a swimming pool to enjoy,
while winter visitors can try ice skating.

Pitches are well spaced and some
overlook the attractive lake and leisure

park. Pets are welcome on-site.

Camping Caravaneige le Giffre
Haute-Savoie, Rhône Alpes
Tel +33 450 34 41 92  www.camping-samoens.com 

On the move?
Take your
guides

FREE Alan Rogers Publications app

- digital editions of all 2015 guides

plus all issues of Destinations magazine

alanrogers.com/digital



Planning a rally is no mean feat – there are campsites,

ferries and excursions to arrange, often for up to

50 people. This year Alan Rogers lent a helping hand to

the Bailey Owners’ Caravan Club, who organised a four

week rally in France to celebrate the 70th anniversary

of D-Day.We invite Les Payne to give us the details.

cry
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Rally marshals

A rallying
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Normandy
This stage of the rally was a time to reminisce and remember the sacrifices

made by all the young men on the beaches of Normandy. It was a very

emotional time with visits to the beaches, graves, memorials and many excellent

museums. Our site, Camping Château Martragny, was as expected, taken over

for the occasion by army vehicles and military uniforms. Our group was

allocated a rally field which allowed us to have fun with themed soirees,

40s quizzes and socialising.

We were joined by the site owner and his family for our 40s night, where

lots of us dressed up in the style of period. We did seem to attract a lot of

Land Girls, who draped themselves elegantly over the bonnet of an army jeep

(with the owner’s kind permission). Our special guest for this occasion was a

96 year old veteran and his wife who were staying on site in their caravan,

which they had towed from the Netherlands.

On the evening of June 5 we, together with the population of Normandy,

drove towards the beaches in search of a good vantage point from which to

view the firework display. This took place along the 80 km stretch of coastline

and featured a co-ordinated display from each of the landing beaches, an

experience that was worth the struggle with the traffic jams.

June 6 started very early with many of the vintage military vehicles

moving off to their various locations. Predictably, security was very tight due

to the number of dignitaries in the area, but even so some of us did manage

to obtain vehicle passes that allowed us road access to view the celebrations

live. Others organised themselves around a television screen to watch the

proceedings; either way it was no small honour to be there.



Loire Valley
The following two weeks were spent at L’Isle Verte campsite

in Montsoreau, in the beautiful Loire Valley. The area is famous

for its Chateaux, its fine wines and its unique troglodyte cave

dwellings.

The campsite owner made us very welcome and did his best to

ensure we saw as much of the area as possible, even arranging

a private visit to one of cave dwellings. Now a beautiful home,

it is for sale and will no doubt keep its buyer fit tending the

vegetable garden on the roof. There were also numerous wine

tastings, and I suspect many caravans came home a bit closer

to the ground!

We were also introduced to the game of Boule de Fort,

a very interesting type of petanque that is only found in

the local area and is played on what can only be described as

the inside of a ship’s hull. Inspired by this game, a petanque

contest was arranged between the Bailey Owners’ Club and

the Lunar Owners’ Club who were also holding a rally at this

site. After some intense competition, the Bailey members proved

too strong for the Lunar owners and delivered all four semi-

finalists. After the final had been played the whole group

enjoyed a barbecue and sampled the local wine in abundance.

Our stay presented us with the opportunity to attend a
performance at the Cadre Noir, The National Riding School in
Saumur. During the year a limited number of gala performances
are given by the horsemen and their horses for the public.
We went to The Dance Show, a new concept with a magical
combination of dance and classical riding – a really fascinating
dialogue between dancers and horses.Being alongside the Loire, we also made good use of the river.
No fewer than 16 brave souls took the opportunity to paddle down
the Vienne and into the Loire in kayaks, supported by their
nearest and dearest along the whole route. Others in the rally
group assembled at the finish to welcome our intrepid paddlers
home and encourage them into the nearest bar for a
celebratory drink.

We also participated in a lunchtime barbecue cooked on board
a river boat. We tucked into a feast of mushrooms packed with
different fillings and washed it all down with copious amounts
of wine. Needless to say a great time was had by all and
L’Isle Verte is definitely a site we will be revisiting!
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Brittany
The final week was spent at Domaine du Logis. This was a

much more relaxed week, and once again the managers of the
site made sure we were well looked after. On arrival we were
enthusiastically introduced to Kir Bretange, the local drink
based on Cassis and Brittany Cidre.Miguel from the site arranged a day out for the group which
included a cruise on the reservoir formed by the Barrage, a
seafood lunch in Cancale, a train ride out to the oyster and
mussel beds and, on the return journey, a visit to and superb
tasting at a traditional cidre farm.The whole group would like to express our special thanks to
Alan Rogers for their smooth booking service, and all three sites’

management teams for making sure we had a pleasant stay.

If you’re interested in organising a caravan or

motorhome rally through Alan Rogers, contact

our rally specialist on 01580 214070
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As children we were always being told that getting out in

the fresh air is good for us. It’s something we assume to be

true without questioning why, and subsequently pass on to

our kids as they grow. But does being out in the great

outdoors really benefit our health?  

The simple answer is yes. Camping and associated outdoor pursuits have

been shown to improve our wellbeing in a number of basic yet crucial ways.

Here’s some science behind why it’s a good idea, in this instance at least,

to take your parents’ advice.

reasons why camping is

good for you 

5
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1 Camping gets you more active
A camping or caravanning holiday is great for putting you in a more active

mindset. Most of us, when we stay on a campsite, are more inclined to get out
and about, discovering walking or cycling trails and trying new activities. All these
pastimes raise the heart rate and stimulate metabolism, helping you shed calories
while giving your muscles, heart and lungs a good workout. 

While you’re exploring your surroundings in an active way your body is releasing
chemicals called endorphins, which trigger positive and energising feelings that
combat stress. They’re a natural mood booster that can help you shake off the
strains of your daily life in minutes.

2 Camping resets your circadian rhythms
Circadian rhythms are our physical, mental and behavioural changes that occur over a 24-hour cycle.

They influence important aspects of our physiology such as the regulation of body temperature and
hormone release, as well as affecting our sleep and wake cycles. 

Recent studies have suggested that the invention of electric light has caused disruption to these cycles,
as it has enabled us to spend more time out of the sunlight during the day and stay up deep into the night.
Camping and caravanning holidays mean we are more exposed to natural light during the day and less
influenced by electricity at night. They therefore help the body’s natural rhythms to synchronise with solar
time, improving sleep and readjusting our internal functions to a more natural state.

In order to function properly, your brain

needs to use 20% of the oxygen you

breathe, so being out in the fresh air can

bring clarity to your thoughts.
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3 Camping gets you out in the fresh air 
Getting out in the fresh air isn’t just a myth made up by parents to get their

kids out of the house for a while. There is proven benefit to breathing countryside
air, which is cleaner than the air in the big cities. Spending time in fresh air cleans
your lungs, helping you to breathe more deeply, which in turn ensures more
oxygen is delivered to your cells. 

4 Camping reduces stress 
Getting out of the daily rat race is an obvious way to relieve stress. There’s no commute to face,

no office politics to negotiate and no deadlines to meet. For a well deserved week or two you can
forget about it all and spend quality time with your family. 

Not only that, being physically and mentally removed from your everyday life can help you put
things into perspective. Research on the soothing effects of lush green surroundings is beginning to
emerge and suggests that being out in the countryside has healing properties. A leisurely stroll to
take in the scenery is a great opportunity to ponder over the things you may not have time to think
about normally.

Campsite life is also about community and provides a perfect chance to meet likeminded people.
Sitting down for a drink at the bar with the family on the next pitch or chatting to someone new at
the poolside is a good way to stimulate positive feelings and keep stress at bay. 

5 Camping gives you the D factor
It’s common knowledge that a daily dose of sunshine is good for you,

but few of us really know why. Sunlight promotes the production of vitamin D
in the skin, which supports calcium absorption to keep your bones strong.
Getting sufficient vitamin D from your diet is difficult, so some exposure to
sunshine without sunscreen can be beneficial. Experts recommend around
ten minutes of unprotected exposure during a cooler part of the day,
after which the necessary precautions – sunscreen, hats and the like
– are strongly advised. 
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the ritz
Puttin’ on

Biarritz first became a favourite retreatfor the well-heeled in 1854, when EmpressEugénie built a palace on the beach for herbeloved husband, Napoleon III. For the nexthundred years, it attracted a plethora ofmonarchs, stars and aristocrats, from theDuke and Duchess of Windsor and KingEdward VII to Frank Sinatra andErnest Hemingway.
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The 1960s, however, saw the rise of the Côte
d’Azur and Monte Carlo became the sweetheart
of the rich and famous, leaving Biarritz to fade
slowly into decline. Only the surfing elite, led
by the enthusiasm of American novelist Peter
Viertel, stopped to indulge in its towering waves
and warm sunshine. Then, in the early 90s, the
city saw something of a revival when the young
and wealthy of Paris, alongside families seeking
summer rays, rejoined the faithful surfers and
put it firmly back on the map.

Surf’s up 
Today, Biarritz is still a haven for watersports lovers,

with three of the six beaches drawing in surfers throughout
the summer months. The annual surf festival takes place
each July and is a chance to watch the pros battle for
boarding glory by day then enjoy music, dance and films
by night. First timers needn’t look far for a lesson or
equipment – there’s a number of surf shops and board
rental outlets and no fewer than ten surfing schools
that coach beginners and experienced surfers alike.
And because a souvenir is always necessary on such
an action packed holiday, Quicksilver or Billabong T-shirts
are never far from the eager tourist’s grasp.

For those embracing the ocean culture with no desire
to hop on a longboard, there’s the Cité de l’Océan.
Opened in 2011, it’s the perfect opportunity to dive into
the sea without getting wet. Learn about the birth of the
oceans, their evolution and their ever changing moods
through a series of interactive sessions that are geared
towards the whole family. Further along the coast is the
Sea Museum, where curious tourists can encounter
the various inhabitants of our oceans both in the huge
aquaria and the touch tank. From seals and turtles to
sharks and octopi, the museum features an array of
sealife and aims to educate visitors on the importance
of protecting the marine environment. 

On the boundary between the sands of the Landes
region and the rocky Basque coastline is another
unmistakeable reminder of Biarritz’s close relationship
with the sea. The lighthouse, built in 1834, stands an
impressive 73 metres tall, and the 248 step climb rewards
those fit enough to attempt it with panoramic views out
towards the Bay of Biscay and back at the Basque
hinterland. Following the headland back towards the
city via the Grande Plage makes for a lovely walk, and
a visit to the Port des Pêcheurs, a quaint fishing village
with bright boats bobbing in the harbour, is a pleasant
change from the hustle and bustle of the main city.
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Biarritz
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Biarritz
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Glitz and gaming 
While the overall atmosphere of Biarritz is more relaxed

than in the past, the city certainly hasn’t left its glamour in
the 1950s. Behind the legendary Grande Plage is the
Casino Municipal, constructed in 1928 and now restored
to its former splendour. It’s housed in an Art Deco building
and is a hotspot for anyone with a penchant for fruit
machines and gaming tables. There are also several bars
and restaurants where visitors can enjoy the sea view
while sipping a cocktail or tucking into the local seafood.

Napoleon III’s sumptuous summer residence is now the
stately Hotel du Palais and, true to its original purpose, is
the last word in luxury. The rooms are impressively
decorated with soft beds and tasteful furnishings, and the
Villa Eugénie restaurant is fine dining at its best, illuminated
by chandeliers and serving Michelin starred cuisine.
Perhaps most remarkable of all is the Imperial Spa, which
covers five floors and features an indoor pool, a fitness
centre with personal training and Guerlain beauty
treatments.

A short walk from the Grand Plage is the rather splendid
Russian Orthodox church, constructed in Byzantine style
in 1892 for the growing Russian community. The striking
dome and icons, transported from St Petersburg, present
a sober yet no less grand contrast to the glitzy hedonism
of Biarritz’s casinos, hotels and bars. The church is open
on weekend afternoons and provides some moments of
quiet respite on a busy day.
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Ideal for young families, this busy resort is
about 2km from Bidart and 2.5km from

one of the region’s celebrated sandy
beaches. Pitches are situated on flat
terraces or around the lake and the
wooded terrain provides plenty of

shade. There are two swimming pools
on-site and over the road is a new spa

complex with an indoor heated pool and
outdoor fitness equipment. 

Camping Le Ruisseau
des Pyrénées
Bidart, Pyrénées-Atlantiques
Tel +33 559 41 94 50  www.camping-le-ruisseau.fr
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Looking for the 
best campsites for
specific activities?
You’ll find them here...

101 great campsites, ideal for your specific

hobby, pastime or passion

Also available on iPad and Android alanrogers.com/digital



For the Alan Rogers campsite

assessors, summer is spent

travelling Europe to ensure the

campsites featured in our

guides are up to scratch.

It’s both demanding and

rewarding, and brings its fair

share of adventures.

A change of

lifestyle

Assessing assessors
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Meet the Hardings
Between attracting envious glances while riding around in their Morgan sports

car and enjoying the freedom of the open road, Derek and Jenny Harding find
time each summer to carry out campsite inspections for Alan Rogers. 

The Hardings left normal working life behind when Derek was offered the
opportunity to take voluntary severance from his job as a contracts manager.
Working in London had meant long days getting stuck in traffic while travelling
to and from meetings; it was a decision that didn’t need a second thought. 

Derek recalls Jenny’s response: “She said, ‘If you are packing up work then so
am I’. She promptly handed in her notice as a community midwife, and we prepared
to embrace a change of lifestyle.”

The question was what to do next. Aged 52 and 46, the couple had no intention
of letting themselves become inactive, and a conversation with some friends sparked
the idea to become campsite couriers. The first step was to brush up their high school
French. Over the next year, they went to evening classes and studied hard with a BBC
language course, re-negotiating the pitfalls of unfamiliar grammar and pronunciation.
At last, feeling confident, they accepted a job offer and headed to Brittany.
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Alan Rogers employs around 50 teams of campsite

assessors each year to ensure the sites included

in our guides meet our high standards.

Our inspectors come from all walks of life, but

share a common passion for camping and

caravanning. If you’d like to join our team of

assessors, e-mail us at inspectors@alanrogers.com

for an information pack.

Derek and Jenny Harding



Life was good, with winters spent in the Spanish
sunshine of the Costa Del Sol and summers working
on campsites in various regions of France, such as the
Ardeche, the Massif Central and the Loire. After some
years, Derek and Jenny found their role evolving into that
of campsite inspectors for Alan Rogers, or, Derek notes,
“If you want to be posh, ambassadors for the company”.

Inspecting brought with it some relief from their courier
days – the couple said goodbye to the noisy return of
their younger colleagues after a night out at the campsite
disco, the consistent requests to borrow tools and the
hours of counselling for tumultuous love lives. But it has its
own complications. Derek remembers, “One inspection
involved towing our caravan up a steep single track road
to visit the campsite, only to find the gate locked and the
place deserted, with nowhere to turn our car and caravan
round. Many hair raising minutes were spent uncoupling
the caravan, wedging wheels and eventually turning our
unit through 180 degrees, to return the way we had
come. Luckily we have a very small caravan.” 

The Hardings’ schedule is invariably busy, travelling
abroad, assessing campsites and manning the Alan
Rogers stand at caravan and camping shows, where
they meet lots of the campsite owners from all over

Europe. Derek notes, “It makes us all feel like a big family.”
The shows also give the couple a great opportunity to
talk to lots of people about their next, or even their first,
camping holidays. In between all this, Derek and Jenny
always find time for a spin in their Morgan sports car.
As members of the Morgan car club, they are used to
attracting attention and granting photo requests. 

Derek and Jenny have no regrets about their decision:
“How pleased we are that we made that change of lifestyle
nearly 20 years ago,” says Derek. “It’s been brilliant, and
long may it continue.”

Around 50 teams of campsite assessors head off
around the UK and Europe each year to ensure all the
sites included in the Alan Rogers guides meet our exacting
criteria. They come from all walks of life and share an
enthusiasm for camping, caravanning and motor homing.
Become an inspector and join them next summer

– e-mail inspectors@alanrogers.com
for your information pack.

Assessing assessors
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Discover more about the role of an Alan Rogers inspector

Email us for an information pack inspectors@alanrogers.com

Alan Rogers

Needs you!
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take
a break

Exploring a new city is always exciting, regardless

of the time of year.We immerse ourselves in a

landscape where modern high rises mesh with

centuries-old architecture, streets and canals wind

through almost forgotten districts and the inevitable

tourist spots attract flashing cameras and T-shirts

proclaiming the wearer’s love for the city.



For many, a city break is a simple addition

to a main holiday. So many of Europe’s finest

destinations are just a short journey away,

making them perfect for a weekend escape.

Antwerp
Often overlooked for its more famous neighbours,

Bruges and Brussels, Antwerp is something of a gem with
its folkloric beginnings, striking architecture and reputation
for the arts. A stroll through the city introduces the casual
visitor to a catalogue of styles, from the medieval Grote
Markt to the to the Art Nouveau design of the houses in
the Zurenborg district. Possibly the most famous artwork
is the statue of Antigoon the giant in front of the town hall.
According to folklore, he charged a toll for crossing the
river and severed the hands of those who refused to pay.
A young hero named Brabo eventually slew him, cutting
off the giant’s hand and flinging it into the river.

In contrast to the more formal architecture of the
buildings, Antwerp has a lighter side, visible in the walls
scattered throughout the city that have been transformed
into comic strip scenes. Cartoon walks can be taken
that pass some of Belgium’s best loved characters,
such as De Rode Ridder (the Red Knight) and Suske
and Wiske (Willy and Wanda). 
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A trip to Antwerp wouldn’t be complete without

a chance to sample the famous Belgian beers.

De Koninck beers can be found in most pubs

as the city is home to its brewery, and a recent

favourite among locals and visitors alike is

Seefbier, resurrected from its pre-1930s heyday

and now a must-try for the beer connoisseur.
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City Breaks



Paris
The ultimate city break destination, Paris is great for

a short getaway, whether it’s a romantic weekend or a
sophisticated sojourn with the girls. There’s no shortage
of world famous landmarks, cultural attractions, shopping
centres and restaurants. 

The metro is a fast way to travel, but the real experience
of Paris is on foot. Many of the ‘must-sees’ are within
a central area – the Jardin du Luxembourg, Notre Dame,
the Louvre and the Musée d’Orsay are all within walking
distance – so it’s easy to get acquainted with the city
while taking in some of the main sights. As with any
bustling tourist town, an early start for attractions such
as the Louvre is necessary if queues are to be avoided. 

Shoppers will naturally flock to the Champs Elysées, but
Paris will reward those prepared to go off the beaten track
with an irresistible bargain or two. Mistigriff, near the Eiffel
Tower, has some excellent designer seconds that carry
discounts of up to 85%, while north of Norte Dame on Rue
de Rivoli is André, a shop known for its affordable shoes. 

Predictably, good food is never more than a stone’s
throw either. Most city breakers will be out and about in
the heart of Paris, where a clever mini-chain called Boco
operates. Food can be eaten in or taken away, so it’s an
ideal place to stop for some picnic fare, which can then
be unhurriedly enjoyed in one of the city’s lovely green
spaces nearby. For a special occasion, Michelin stars are
obligatory. The cream of the crop includes Cobéa in
Montparnasse, a chic place that epitomes French fine
dining, and Lasserre near the Champs Elysées, where
the likes of Audrey Hepburn, André Malraux and Marc
Chagall have dined.
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Whilst a trip up the Eiffel Tower is seen

as one of the essential things to do,

Montparnasse Tower is actually a higher

point in the city and gives you a great

view that includes the Eiffel Tower.

It’s also a little easier on the wallet.



City Breaks
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Bath
City breaks don’t come much more relaxing than a

visit to Bath. Named for the famous Roman baths that
lie at the heart of the city, it makes for a great cultural
getaway all year round. Nothing beats a stroll through
the cobbled streets on a frosty December morning with
the promise of a steaming cup of tea and a fresh pastry
just around the corner. 

A trip to Bath without a visit to its most famous
attraction seems absurd. The Great Bath lies below
street level and offers an insight into Roman life in the
city. Walk round the museum with an audio guide, explore
the ruins and sample the spa water, said to have healing
properties. The ideal follow up to this is a stint in the
Thermae Bath Spa, which offers one-off spa sessions and
a host of soothing treatments such as hot stone therapies,
facials and Watsu, a stretching and massage treatment
that takes place in the thermal waters of the Hot Bath.
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There’s no better way to round off a

relaxing city break than with a delicious

afternoon tea. A range of hotels, including

the Bath Spa Hotel and Royal Crescent

Hotel offer sumptuous array of elegant

sandwiches, cakes and scones complete, of

course, with a selection of teas.
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peace of mind
Travel with 

Looking for competitively priced insurance
for your camping or caravanning holiday?

We have been entrusted with readers’

campsite holidays since 1968. Choosing the

right campsite is one thing; having proper,

suitable travel insurance is another. 

Personal Travel Insurance
Ideal for self-drive holidays in Europe, and
including cover for camping equipment.
Family policies are available.

• 24 hour travel advice line and multi
lingual medical assistance

• Repatriation and evacuation cover

• Repatriation due to serious illness
of relatives at home

Vehicle Assistance Insurance
The vehicle assistance service is provided by
Allianz Global Assistance and a network of over
7,500 garages and agents. Serving 3 million
people a year, they are well used to looking after
the needs of campsite-based holidaymakers.

• Roadside assistance

• Vehicle repatriation (and alternative driver)

• Cover prior to departure

Get an instant quote and and start looking
forward to your holiday with confidence!

01580 214000
alanrogers.com/insurance
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Order your FREE brochure

01580 214000
Don’t miss out on your

essentials
alanrogers.com/brochure

New
The Alan Rogers
Travel Service

Looking for the best holidays on the best campsites?

The all-NEW essentials brochure is crammed with more choice,

more quality and more value than ever before.

Want independent
campsite reviews
at your fingertips?

Over 3,000 in-depth campsite reviews at

www.alanrogers.com

You’ll find them here...



The UK’s market leading independent

guides to the best campsites

Also available on iPad alanrogers.com/digital

Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have issuefour
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inspiring holidays for campers, caravanners and motorhome owners
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win!

BIG
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OUT NOW!
Alan Rogers essentials brochure

Get inspired
Great holiday destinations from Biarritz to Slovenia

Up close & personal

Rally marshals, inspectors and why camping is good for you

FREE Alan Rogers Travel Card – got yours yet? See page 6
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